
MIKELANGELO utilises lightweight unikernels to wrap workloads 
into virtual machines with minimal execution and storage overheads. 
The composition and contextualisation processes are fully 
integrated with Torque/PBS resource manager. Numerous pre-built 
open source application packages are freely available. OpenStack, 
Amazon and Google clouds are supported out of the box.

MIKELANGELO

MIKELANGELO Goals
➢ Optimise virtual IO, guest OS, hypervisor
➢ Speed up in HPC and Cloud
➢ Hypervisor security
➢ OpenStack compatible
➢ Package applications

Unikernel App Management

Hypervisor IO Management
IO core manager dedicates CPU cores adapting for optimal 
outcomes based on the demand for I/O and compute resources at 
all times. This results in improved overall throughput of virtualised 
network stack.

Virtualised RDMA
Paravirtualised virtio 
compliant device driver for 
Linux and OSv enables 
unmodified InfiniBand 
communication. 
This results in near-native 
(maximum 98%) 
performance while at the 
same time allowing sharing 
of the InfiniBand device 
between multiple virtual 
machines.
Figures show native 
throughput and latency, 
compared with virtualised 
Linux and OSv guests over 
different message sizes.
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Seastar Asynchronous APIs
The analysis of bottlenecks of several workloads (memcached, 
Cassandra) has shown that traditional programming interfaces (e.g. 
POSIX) are preventing significant performance gains. Seastar’s 
shared-nothing design, with high performance networking, exploits 
modern infrastructure to the maximum.
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Application redesign and rewrite is usually required.
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Key efficiency improvements are shared between hypervisor (IOcm - 
IO Core Manager), guest (OSv and Seastar) and between them 
(vRDMA - Virtual RDMA); As for stability, OSv has been improved 
and can execute more applications; Security is focused on SCAM 
(hypervisor level), but extends also to other parts of the stack.

Problem Statement
Cloud and HPC architectures are inefficient. We are currently 
running at the trade-off between efficiency, stability and security, 
trading between simplicity of the overall application management, 
their execution capabilities (e.g backwards compatibility, libraries) 
and the overall security (built-in security vs. secure zones, etc.).

Our Approach
HPC apps in VMs
Self-service big 
data in the cloud
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From concept to concrete implementation and evaluation on use cases

IOcm

vRDMA

Seastar

STATUS

July ‘17
3rd Release

Jan ‘18
Final Release

The adaptiveness of the IOcm to the IO load is completely 
automated. The inbuilt heuristics follows the behavior of the guests 
and selects the optimal number of CPU and IO dedicated cores, 
based on IO and CPU needs of the virtualised guests under host.


